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Value-based purchasing is the
future, and the future is here.
The CANS positions you with a
powerful tool for value-based
purchasing, if planned well.
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Learning objectives

1

Evaluate the various value-based purchasing models for
application in the Medicaid market

2

Explore three different live value-based contracting
arrangements using the CANS for performance and
outcome measurement in Medicaid

3

Identify effective quality strategies to
achieve value-based program goals

4

Create a plan to implement a value-based
program using the CANS

Evaluate value-based purchasing models for Medicaid

Ways payment can drive system transformation
Current
payment system

Transformed
system

• Fragmented delivery system
(clinical and financial)

• Integrated systems & care
models (CBHCs)

• Gaps in care and uncoordinated
care transitions

• Coordinated care and
transitions in care

• Unengaged members with lack of
information or support to make
healthcare decisions

• Empowered members who
take a greater role in the
care they choose to receive

• Gaps in cost and quality leading to
variation in delivery system
performance

• Standardized performance
measurement and
transparency for improved
health outcomes

• Lack of accountability and
transparency
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One effect that has been demonstrated from a number of
managed care programs in the Medicaid population is that
penetration rates have increased, meaning more people are able
to get services. Until we can think about “value” as improved
health and life-functioning, rather than cost savings, behavioral
health will likely lag behind physical health in terms of effective
and meaningful participation in pay-for-value programs.
Sara Hicks
OPEN MINDS senior associate
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Evaluate value-based purchasing models for Medicaid

Compensation continuum
Compensation continuum by level of financial risk
Small % financial risk

Fee-forservice

Moderate % financial risk

Performancebased
contracting

No financial accountability

Bundled &
episodic
payments

Shared
savings

Large % financial risk

Shared
risk

Moderate financial accountability

Management via 100% case
by case external review

Passive involvement
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Provider engaged

Open Minds, Preparing for Value-Based Reimbursement

Capitation

Capitation +
performancebased
contracting

Full financial accountability
Internal ownership of
performance using internal
data management

Provider active in management

Providers assume accountability

Evaluate value-based purchasing models for Medicaid

Value-based payment models
CANS is useful in all care models,
and particularly in these:
Performance-based contracting payment linked to
certain activities, including incentives

Bundled & episodic single payment for a time period,
including case rates

Shared savings supplemental payment if it can reduce
healthcare spending, usually a percentage of savings
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Explore three examples of value-based purchasing models

Magellan use of the CANS in Medicaid
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Explore three examples of value -based purchasing models

Pennsylvania
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Programs

• HCBS (BHRS) and residential

Value-based model

• Performance contract
• State Medicaid required 20% VBP by 2020

Person-centered
planning

• CASSP meetings
• Decision-support algorithms for EBP
and ASD severity

• Child-centered

•

Multi-system

• Family-Focused

•

Culturally competent

• Community-based

•

Least restrictive/least
intrusive

Explore three examples of value -based purchasing models

Louisiana
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Programs

• 1915(c) and b(3) waiver eligibility for wraparound

Value-based model

• Per diem rate
• Future alignment for CME capitated payment (a.k.a. “risk”)

Person-centered
planning

• SNCD and plan of care
• Outcomes and wraparound scorecard
• Risk calculator for care coordination

Explore three examples of value -based purchasing models

Wyoming
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Programs

• 1915(c) and b waiver eligibility for High
Fidelity Wraparound

Value-based model

• Performance contract to ASO
• Trajectory toward shared incentive

Person-centered
planning

• SNCD and plan of care
• WFI-EZ

• Trauma identification
• Provider scorecard

Explore three examples of value -based purchasing models

Virginia (future possibility)
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Programs

• Independent Assessment, Certification, and
Coordination Team (IACCT) for youth
referred to residential treatment
• CANS completed

Value-based model

• Trajectory toward algorithms and capitated
payment, a.k.a. “risk”

Person-centered
planning

• Family Support Partner
• Building Bridges Initiative provider and staff training
• Residential risk level for care coordination

Identify quality strategies

Grid of tactics: Using CANS in Wraparound

Adapted from John S. Lyons (2009a, 2009b), Total Collaborative Outcomes Management (TCOM) Grid of Tactics
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Identify quality strategies

It takes time to adapt
Metrics and incentive payment shift in progression; over
time, clinical practice will need to change

Incentive complexity

Learning the
behavior and
expectations
• Pay for
participation
• One-time payments
• Temporary rate
increases

Stage 1

Modifying
behavior to fit
expectations
• Scorecards that
include quality
and efficiency
• Financial and
non-financial
incentives

Stage 2

System transformation
care delivery

Changing
care
delivery

• Outcomes-based
incentives
• Value definitions
• Overall payment is
tied to
performance
• Risk for member
outcomes is
increasing
• Collaboration with
other levels of care
within the episode
of care

Stage 3

• Joint metrics across
levels of
care/shared
incentive
• Rates or payment
arrangements are
aligned with
member/system
outcomes

Stage 4
Adapted from The Physician Alignment Initiative
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Identify quality strategies

Use a change model or quality strategy

The Managing Complex Change Model© copyright Dr. Mary Lippitt (1987)
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Identify quality strategies

The Results-based Accountability (RBA) model
framework

RBA Model

Input / Effort

Output / Effect
/ Impact

Quantity
What we do

Quality
How well we do it

How much service
did we deliver?

How well did we
deliver service?

How much effect /
change did we produce

What quality of change /
effect did we produce?

Is anyone better off?
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© copyright Mark Friedman, FPSI, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005

Identify quality strategies

Rapid process with PDSA model for improvement

Step 1: Plan
Plan the test or observation,
including a plan for collecting data.

Step 2: Do
Try out the test on a small scale.

Step 3: Study
Set aside time to analyze the data
and study the results.

Step 4: Act
Refine the change, based on what
was learned from the test.
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Identify quality strategies

Quality roadmap

1

Your value proposition

• What is our value and how do we use the
CANS to measure our value?
• How much do our services cost in time and
resources for this value?
• Consider use of the RBA grid to measure
input, output, and impact

3

Person-centered
planning

• How do we use the CANS with families
and youth to identify and engage
meaningfully on needs and strengths?
• Are our families and youth reporting
their needs are met?
• Are our families and youth satisfied
with us?
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2

Program integrity

• What quality process best matches our
need to uphold CANS integrity?
• How can we use the CANS to measure
meaningful program performance?
• Consider PDSA with algorithms, checklists,
and supervisory tools, before look-back
tools such as audits.
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Outcomes

• Are we using the CANS for data-driven
care?
• Do we understand our CANS data
sufficiently to move to cohort or paired
outcomes?
• Are we satisfied with our outcomes, or
see a place we want to improve?

Self-evaluation and planning for value-based contracting

VBP: Stages of system transformation
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

We use EDI/EFT and know our %.
We know our claims denial % and
reasons.

Cases are assignment by acuity.
Some clinical pathways are used
for treatment.
My organization uses screening
tools & EBP’s

Our organization uses screening
and outcomes tools data and
shares the data with our staff

Demonstrated outcomes
(population level)

Our/my licensure is active-no
compliance issues within the last
year.

My organization/I know
Readmission rates-7 day FUHALOS-ANOS

Population Health Mgmt.
Strategies are known & employed
We know our highest cost
members.

We employ population health
mgmt. strategies for our high
need/cost members

MCO’s would agree that my
organization meets understands
MNC-case conceptualization

My organization/I have Key
Performance Indicators and they
are monitored.

Clinicians evaluate their sessions.
We use measurement based care
theories/tools

My organization/I have
demonstrated outcomes as a
result of our CQI strategy & plan

My organization/I use MCO
administrative tools. My provider
data is up to date.

My organization/I know
information about the costs of
services. Information from finance

Data Driven-Financial & Clinical
data is used to drive decisions and
is shared. Root cause analysis is
used

My organization/I have
relationships/partnerships with
other providers

My organization captures
encounters and can report on
encounters.

My organization has an EMR or
automated clinical and data tools.

My organization uses an EMR to
extract data and data is
actionable.

My organization/I have clear
processes & practices to manage
transitions/gaps in care

STRONG LEADERSHIP
WORKFORCE ADEQUACY

System fragmentation

CULTURAL READINESS &
INNOVATION

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
POP. HEALTH AND NEW
CARE DELIVERY MODELS

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
HIGH FUNCTIONING QI &
COMPLIANCE

System transformation

Adapted from PA HealthChoices provider preparation materials for performance based contracting

Self-evaluation and planning for value-based contracting

Matching CANS tactics grid to the VBP stages
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

We use EDI/EFT and know our %.
We know our claims denial % and
reasons.

Cases are assignment by acuity.
Some clinical pathways are used
for treatment.
My organization uses screening
tools & EBP’s

Our organization uses screening
and outcomes tools data and
shares the data with our staff

Demonstrated outcomes
(population level)

Our/my licensure is active-no
compliance issues within the last
year.

My organization/I know
Readmission rates-7 day FUHALOS-ANOS

Population Health Mgmt.
Strategies are known & employed
We know our highest cost
members.

We employ population health
mgmt. strategies for our high
need/cost members

MCO’s would agree that my
organization meets understands
MNC-case conceptualization

My organization/I have Key
Performance Indicators and they
are monitored.

Clinicians evaluate their sessions.
We use measurement based care
theories/tools

My organization/I have
demonstrated outcomes as a
result of our CQI strategy & plan

My organization/I use MCO
administrative tools. My provider
data is up to date.

My organization/I know
information about the costs of
services. Information from finance

Data Driven-Financial & Clinical
data is used to drive decisions and
is shared. Root cause analysis is
used

My organization/I have
relationships/partnerships with
other providers

My organization captures
encounters and can report on
encounters.

My organization has an EMR or
automated clinical and data tools.

My organization uses an EMR to
extract data and data is
actionable.

My organization/I have clear
processes & practices to manage
transitions/gaps in care

STRONG LEADERSHIP
WORKFORCE ADEQUACY

System fragmentation

CULTURAL READINESS &
INNOVATION

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
POP. HEALTH AND NEW
CARE DELIVERY MODELS

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
HIGH FUNCTIONING QI &
COMPLIANCE

System transformation

Adapted from PA HealthChoices provider preparation materials for performance-based contracting

TA K E A WAY S

Create the framework:
Build toward using the CANS in VBP
1

2

3

4
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Plan the process

Understand the VBP model
Decide a change/quality process model
Timeline

Performance metrics to
outcomes metrics

CANS counts
Process measures
Long-term post-discharge outcomes

Find value or savings

Use CANS outcomes to show value
Apply population data to value/savings
Partner for system transformation

Analysis

Deeper understanding of population
Make meaningful associations
Explain how CANS makes a difference

Thank you!
Questions?
Badunn@magellanhealth.com
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